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Astronomy (and fires) have lots of color but human color
vision requires bright light so faint objects, even through a
telescope, are seen in black and white.  Recently Epson pro-
duced a color printer that would print on 11 x 17 paper with
an ink cost that is a small fraction of  most printer inks.  We
thought that this would be a great opportunity to present some
of  MIRA’s fabulous color images to the Friends.

This issue is our first attempt to produce a partial color
Newsletter.  We spent about a week printing the color outside
pages - our new printer is not a commercial printer, just a large
sized desktop printer.  Integrity Printing, our regular Newsletter
printer, combined that with our usual black and white inside
pages.

As you can see, a color newsletter is quite a bit of extra
work but if this experiment goes well, we hope to produce
about one color version per year.  Let us know if  you like the
results.

All of the Sobranes Fire pictures in this issue were taken by
Chris Reed, the Oliver Observing Station caretaker.

Fall Appeal

Color!

As this eventful year comes to a close, we remember
fondly the excellent summer high school interns, the many
elementary school students that visited the Richard Hamming
Astronomy Center, the arrival of the long-awaited second
generation massively-parallel multicore computer for some of
our compute-intensive models, and, somewhat less fondly, the
Soberanes Fire.  Of  course we’re very happy to have survived
the most expensive fire in U.S. history.

We’re still cleaning up from the aftermath of  the fire while
preparing for our research and education programs for 2017,
starting with the January Bonestell Memorial Lecture on the
exciting results from the New Horizons mission to Pluto.

The research and education programs are possible only
because of the patronage of the Friends of MIRA.  If you
would like to make a donation of appreciated stock or a
bequest, please contact us for details.  We hope you’ll be able to
continue your financial support of our programs with an end-
of-year gift.

Calendar of Events
Saturday, January 21, 7:30pm
Monterey Peninsula College Lecture Forum.
The Bonestell Memorial Lecture: “Oceans at the Edge
of  the Solar System,” by Dr. Francis Nimmo, Professor
of Earth and Planetary Sciences, University of
California, Santa Cruz.

For the Friends of  MIRA only: Dr. Bruce Weaver will
be giving two talks in the late spring (date: TBA) on the 21
August 2017 total solar eclipse in Oregon.  There will be
only two total solar eclipses visible from the American West
in the 21st century.  The next, and last, will be in 2045.  The
first talk will be a general introduction to solar eclipses and
how to get the most out of  observing them; the second will
be a more in-depth look at the amazing astronomical
features that make this stunning phenomenon possible. Free
sets of solar eclipse glasses will be given out.

There is talk of a one-day MIRA charter flight to the 21
August 2017 total solar eclipse.  The idea is to make a last
minute choice of a location in the west (so as to maximize
the chance of good weather), close to the center line, and
make a one day round trip to the site.  This plan is still in the
very preliminary stages but we are starting to determine the
cost.  If  you’re interested, please contact Anne at the MIRA
office.  The feasibility and cost will be determined by the
number of folks interested in the flight.

Eclipse Events

The Soberanes Fire is over and we’ve had enough rain
to damp down the ash and dust.  Still, before observing, the
observing deck needs a complete and thorough cleanup.
For the general cleanup we’re using a HEPA-filtered vacuum
cleaner, but the telescope and instruments have to be
cleaned by hand.

We’re hoping for a bit of  a warm up - as I write this,
temperatures at 5000-foot Chews Ridge are running around
freezing with wind (see http://www.mira.org/oosweather/
for the Oliver Observing Station weather updated every
five minutes).  Of  course, there is no heating on the observ-
ing floor so a bit of  a warming spell will make the cleaning
chore a bit more comfortable.

Fire Cleanup
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With the MIRA wind turbine and solar panels in the fore

The Winter Sky
by Dr. Arthur Babcock

Planets

Mercury becomes an easily-observed morning object
early in January and remains so through most of  February.
It then disappears in the Sun’s glare before emerging as an
evening object. Around 22 March (the end of the quarter), it
begins its best evening apparition of the entire year for
observers at our latitude.

Venus starts the quarter high in the western sky after
sunset. It remains observable in the evening sky throughout
February. In mid-March, it may actually be spotted in both
the evening and the morning sky. By the end of  the quarter,
it will be fully a morning object. It passes within two
degrees of the Moon on 2 January and within less than one-
half  degree on 12 January. Venus will be fairly close to Mars
throughout the season, passing about five degrees from the
other planet in early February.

Mars is observable in the western evening sky through-

out the season. It has an exceptionally close conjunction with
Neptune on 31 December: the two planets will be sepa-
rated by .02 degree! Neptune will be 1/400 the brightness
of Mars, but a telescopic view of this conjunction might be
interesting. On  2 January, Mars will be 0.2 degree south of
a four-day-old crescent Moon. On 31 January, Mars, Venus,
and the Moon will fit within a six-degree circle on the sky.
On 27 February, Mars will come within about one-half
degree of  Uranus. On 1 March, the planet will be seen four
degrees from a three-day-old Moon.

Jupiter rises after midnight at the start of the quarter
and transits around 6:30am, so good observing of  the
planet will require loss of  sleep. By the end of  the quarter,
however, it will be observable as a late-evening object, rising
before 8pm and transiting shortly after 1am.

Saturn is too close to the Sun to be observable at the
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eground, the sky darkens with smoke as the fire approaches from the west.

start of  the season. In January, February, and March, it
becomes more easily observable in the morning sky.

Uranus is easy to observe at the start of  the quarter,
setting in late evening. As the season progresses, it sets
earlier, until by the end of the quarter it vanishes in the glare
of  the Sun. See Mars.

Neptune has a very close conjunction with Mars on 31
December (see Mars). In February and March, it will be too
close to the Sun to observe.

The Zodiacal Light is not a planet, but as a Solar
System phenomenon, I will mention it here. One can
observe the Zodiacal Light in the west during the evening in
February and March. The Zodiacal Light is brightest nearest
the Sun, so the best time is shortly after the end of astro-
nomical twilight when the Moon is not risen. Those condi-
tions obtain for the two weeks following 13 February and
14 March. The phenomenon looks to me very much like the
light pollution from a town or city over the western hori-
zon, so, in order to see it, stay away from real light pollu-
tion.

Meteor Showers

The Quadrantid meteor shower can be one of the best
of the year, and in 2017, the Moon will not interfere much.
The peak of the shower is set to occur on the night of 3-4
January, when the Moon sets around 10:30. Generally, all
meteor showers are best after midnight, so, with good
weather, we might be in luck. Incidentally, meteor showers
are named after the constellation from which they appear to
radiate. The Perseids, for example, means “daughters of
Perseus,” and the radiant point of  this shower is indeed in
the constellation Perseus. How is it, then, that the radiant of
the Quadrantids is in Boötes? The answer is that the shower
was named when there was a constellation Quadrans
Muralis, which was later incorporated into the constellation
Boötes by the International Astronomical Union, which
decides such things.

Comets

Periodic comet 2P/Encke may be a good bet in
February, in the constellation Pisces. According to Seiichi
Yoshida, this comet brightens dramatically around its
perihelion date (10 March). He predicts magnitude 8 in
February. Comet 45P/Honda-Mrkos-Pajdusakova may
(continued on p. 6)
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*  *  *
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*  *  *
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through an arrangement with the U.S. Dept. of  Education.

Visit our Web site and Field Trips to the Stars:
www.mira.org

E-mail us at mira@mira.org

reach 6th magnitude in the mid-February morning sky.
Comet 41P/Tuttle-Giacobini-Kresak brightens unpre-
dictably when it approaches the Sun. In 1973, it flared ten
magnitudes brighter than predicted, and achieved naked-
eye visibility at magnitude 4. In 1995 and 2001, it reached
about 7th magnitude, which would make it a binocular
object. Finding charts for all these comets are available on
Seiichi Yoshida’s Home Page.

Eclipses

There will be a penumbral lunar eclipse on the
evening of  10 February. As seen from the Central Coast,
the eclipse will begin before moonrise. In this type of lunar
eclipse, explained in the Spring, 2016, issue of the Newsletter,
the Moon does not pass through the umbra, which is the
darkest part of  the Earth’s shadow. Consequently, the effect
on the appearance of the Full Moon, can be quite undra-
matic, even unnoticeable. If  I were you, I would reserve

my 2017 eclipse ambitions for the total solar eclipse of
21 August 2017, which crosses the lower 48 U.S.A. from
Oregon all the way to South Carolina. (See Eclipse Events,
p. 3.) Online information about this event will shortly
become not only available, but unavoidable, so make your
plans now.
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